Jeremy Scahill

The explosive story of Blackwater, a company that rose a decade ago from Moyock, North Carolina, to become one of the most powerful players in the war on terror, is told on this audio CD. Exposing Blackwater as the frightening new face of the U.S. war machine, the author discusses the topics and research of his bestselling Blackwater book—from the bloodied streets of Iraq to hurricane-ravaged New Orleans and the chambers of power in Washington, DC.
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Jeremy Scahill is the author of the bestseller Blackwater: The Rise of the World’s Most Powerful Mercenary Army. He is the recipient of the Polk Award for journalism and a frequent contributor to The Nation magazine and Democracy Now!

ACCOLADES
“[Scahill] is a one-man truth squad.”
—Bill Moyers

“[An] utterly gripping and explosive story.”
—Naomi Klein, The Guardian (on the Blackwater book)

“Andy McNab couldn’t have invented this prescient tale of the private army of mercenaries run by a Christian conservative millionaire who, in turn, bankrolls the president. A chilling exposé of the ultimate military outsource.”
—Christopher Fowler, The New Review (on the Blackwater book)